
#3 Public Comment – Thomas Shirer 
 

From: Thomas Shirer [mailto:tshirer104@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 12:32 AM 
To: CityClerk <CityClerk@longbeach.gov> 
Subject: Public Safety Committee 
 
-EXTERNAL- 

 
When will an open forum be presented to the public? I would like to discuss the use of L-RAD's within 
the City of Long Beach by public safety personnel. These are dangerous devices that have been outlawed 
by the World Health Organization. I believe Officers who live at addresses xxxx xxxxxx xxx and another 
Officer at xxx xxxxx xxx are using an L-RAD and have been purposely harassing my family and 
have injured others in they"re cowardly misuse of this dangerous weapon!  
There is dire need to discuss this situation before another neighbor is seriously injured or maimed or 
killed!  Another neighbor died a few months ago and I believe another neighbor was using an L-RAD and 
was intentionally pointing the L-RAD at my neighbor for two days hurting her before she died! Her name 
was Diane Doctin and her life mattered! The people of Long Beach need to know what these illegal 
weapons are and who in Public Safety have these weapons in our community! Do the police and Fire 
Department have L-RAD's? I was told by a Sargent that the Long Beach Police do not have an L-RAD! Is 
this true? 
My family is being targeted by unknown assailants and the police did respond to my call for help and 
a public service officer told me she discussed with other officers that an L-RAD was probably being used 
to hurt, harass and intimidate us! I have been hospitalized numerous times! Six of my neighbors have 
suddenly died! We could feel a painful electrical radio wave through our home when our neighbor Diane 
was killed. The same sensations when our neighbors named Alfonso and Tom across the street died. This 
new  technology must be harnessed and precautions made stopping these felonious assults against 
people in our community and new regulations that would enable a quick response if attacks occur 
within the City of Long Beach. Currently there isn't any way to determine who has a L-RAD or who is 
using the L-RAD in my neighborhood.  If there is a current narritive being discussed about the use of 
these devices then there should be a means of deterrmining where these devices are located. 
CounterTerrorism Detective John McBride has told me there is a signaficant presence of RF Energy and 
Electromagnetic Energy in my neighborhood as per his investigation into the matter but McBride was 
unable to determine the location of the device being used to cause us harm even though he borrowed a 
van from SCE loaded with high-tech gear supposedly to be able to help him navigate the new high-tech 
terrain he was investigating.  I shared my belief whom I thought was behind these attacks but McBride 
was unable to confirm due to his inability to secure  the high-tech equipment that he needed to 
complete his investigation. Since I wasn't offered a copy of any report or told by McBride that a report 
was actually filed I feel  he might have been lying and covering up these incidents in order to protect 
others in the police department! McBride has since retired. Pleease respond to this email asap!  
My neighbors have died! Teresita who lost her husband Alfonso tole me her son who is a police officer 
told her not to say anything about her losing Alfonso because it would look bad for the police 
department! What does this mean..look bad? 
I have email Chief Luna my concerns but this terror is continuing and my wife and I fear for our lives! Is 
there anything concrete the city can offer us guarenteeing our safety? I thought I was going to die last 
night because ofr these L-RAD being used in our neighborhood! Should I stage a protest with all the 
family members that have lost a loved one and contact the newspapers to cover this coverup? I count 
more than eight peiple within a fifty-yard radious of our home that have died or have been maimed! 
How many more have died the next blook over? 
Thank You, 
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 Thomas Shirer 
 
 
 
--  
Thank you,  
Thomas Shirer 
 
tshirer104@gmail.com 
Smartlife104@gmail.com 
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